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The !uxpose ot the thesis projeet wa to inake a re- liíninary investigation of the zirconium rich portion 0± the 
zircoüium-tant1um aystera. 

The alloys ot zirooniurn and. tanti1urn have sever1 poe- sibilities uoh as superior corrosion resit&nce, excellent workaìility, formation o heat treatable llos, high tern- perture properties, and. outstndthg ohysical properties. Tantalum and. zirconium are siuilar in certain respects such as corrosion resistance, workabilitï, susceptibility to oxidation at high tenperatures, and. high melting pointe but vary considerably in properties such as density, atomic vieight, position in the periodic table, and crystal structure at ambient temperature. 
¿irconium experieices a phase change from hexagonal to body centered cubic at 82C. T&ntalum is body centered cubic at room temperature and. is not believed to oe allotropic. ccorin to theories postu1ted by liume-Rothery and Others, conditions are avorab1e br coud solution formatioi at tern- peratures above the transfortnation temperature o zirconium but discouraged at low teneratures. 
iethods o analysis used lxi the project incladed, therrno-nalysis, dilatornetry, X-Ray analysis, microscopic observation and hardness. .t'hysical properties and heat treatin characteristics oi the lb tantalum alloy were also determined in order to obtain an indicution oi physical properties oi tne alloys. 

The strong atiinity for oren at elevated temperatures oÍ each of the motEls makes it necessry that all heat treat- ing operations be csrried on in a vacuun or protective at- mos p h er e. 
. limited amount ot alloys with 1, 5, 10, lb, 3) , 30, and 4Oo taLtalum were available 2or laboratory tests. etallographic and ii-Ray specimens were heat treated at a variety oi teperatres in order to identity the phases at various temperature levels. 
The difierential thermal analysis attempted in the pro- ject was not articularly succees±ul. Dilation analysis was a very satîslactory method o analysis or the alloy sjetem but insufiicient alloy stock plus a shortage o time prevented 



extensive investi;ation with the d.ilatometer. 
.rorn the results obtained by the various methoci$ of 

analysis several tenative conclusions iay be drawn con- 
cerning the alloy setem of zirconiui:i-tantalum. 

phase ehane exists at 79000 for all allo between 
b and. lb tantalum and may extend to greater limits. . 

second phase change is thought to exist at 910 C. .n 
eutectoid. existS between 10 and. lb tantalum wnich is thought 
to freeze at the transrormation temperature 0± 79000. 

The solubility of tant.lurn In beta zirconium at 1100 
excedes O7 but . ietrogenious field exists at 9b0°0 and 
30 tantalum. The o1ubi1ity 0± tant1um in alpha zirconium 
under eui1ibrium conditions is less than 1b at room tern- 
perature but increases with temperature as evidenced b the 
age hardening of the 1c tantalum alloy. 

liardness of the alloys are imoroved by quenching from 
the beta solid solution field. The tensile srength of lb 
tantalum is improved over that of the annealed state by 
quenching. The tensile strength is further improved by aging 
the quenched alloy at 5000 for 4 hours. The strength of the 
quenched and aged alloy reaching an ultimate Ql 189,000 psi 
as corarecL to 91,000 psi for the annealed state. 
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SYSTEM OF ¿ IRCO.J 11ml- NTÌLTJM AlLOYS 
¿irconium Rich Portion 

INTRODUU TI O1T 

xelatively little is known concerning the n&ture 

o the tantalum-zirconium system and. the nature of the 

allo,rs resulting from the combination of the two metals. 

It is the purpose o this work to make the preliminary 

investigation of the zirconiu1-rich portion of the 

system in order that a coip1eted constitution diagram 

will eventually be established snd the nature of the 

alloys fully u.nderstood. 

Tantalum and zirconium each possess outstanding 

properties which make them applicable for specific 

uses. The melting point of tantalum is extremely high 

and the corrosion resistance of either metal is almost 

without equal. The allotropic transformation from 

hexagonal to body centered oubic in zirconium makes 

plausible the possibility o increasing the already 

attractive strength and hardness of each etal by heat 

treating the alloys of the elements. 

It is generally known that tantalum is among the 

most ductile metals and, the ;orkability of pure zir- 

coniu., even in hexagonal state, approaches that of 

tantalum. 
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oth tantJ.um and. zirconium suffer from the dis- 

advantage o redily combining with oxygen at high 

temperature. 

It was hoped that the alloying of the two metals 

inight ±orm an oxidation resistant solid solution or 

stabilize the beta (body-centered cu.bic) form 0± zir- 

conium at room temperature which would not be attacked. 

by oxygen at elevated temperatures. The stabilization 

of the beta phase of zirconium would also improve the 

bending and torming properties o± zirconium. 

The alloying of zirconium then has the following 

possibilities; 

1. Improve the already excellent corrosion re- 

sistance of each metal. 

2. Form solid solutions resistant to oxidation. 

3. stabilize the cubic form of zirconium at room 

temperature to inprove bending and forming properties 

and. oxidation resistance. 

4. improve physical properties of strength, hard- 

ness, wear resistance and other related prooerties. 

b. Form a Dhase stable through a wide range of 

temperatures thus retaining its strength over this tern- 

perature scale in Order that the alloy will have use±ul 

high temperature properties. 

6. Form a heat treatable alloy. 
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It is apparent then that the alloys posess a rather 
wide range of possibilities. 

It is obvious that tne most satisfactory approach 

to an investigation and uxid.erst&nding of 

o± a series of alloys of two elements is 
of the constitution diagram of the alloy 

explains the reason for the irvestigatio 
tution or the alloys being chosen as the 

of attack for the study of the alloys. 

the properties 

the construction 

system. This 

a of the consti- 

initial point 

revious study or the alloy system has been hin- 

dered by the scarcity and cost of each of the elements. 

irconium is now produced by Ioote Liineral Company and 

The United states Bureau of iiines and consi.erable work 

is being done on the alloys of zirconium at this time. 

The .ansteel Metallurgical Corporation is the sole 

producer of tantalum at the present and if any work has 

been or is being done on the alloys of tantalum and zir- 
conium by that company or any other company, tìie work has 

not been ublished. 

APPARJTUS AND PROCEDURE 

Although a survey of the literature indicates that 
there has been no previous work on the system of tantalum 

and zirconim, an indication o the procedure necessary 

to make the proi:osed study ot the two elements can be 
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obtained by examination o the properties 0± each metal. 

Tantalum and zirconium are similar in certain re- 

spects such as workability, corrosion resistL.nce, sus- 
ceptibility to oxidation at high temperatures, arid high 

melting points; however the tvo metals are quite dis- 
similar in many o± their properties. 

Table 1 shows the various properties o± each 0± the 
element s. 

The melting point o± zircor:ium is given as l7bO7UO'C 

in the ietal Eandbook-; however studies by Past8 indicate 
that the melting temperature is 1860°C. 

iot only do tntdum and zirconium readily ±orm 

oxides at elevated temperature but each has an aitinity 
±or carbon and TaC and ¿rO are believed to ±orm a corn- 

piete series o solid solutions.7'11 

Theory 

Any indication as to the type 0± diagram expected 
±rO:a the combination o± the two metals would obviously 
oe a great help in outlining a procedure br the study 0± 

the system. 

According to a hypothesis put ±orward by Eume- 

Rothery'0and others, an extented solid solution ie1d 

ieÎerences appear in the bibliography at the end 0± this thesis. 



Table I. Properties of 2irconium and. Tantalum 

roperty 

tomic weight 

tomic number 

Valence 

roup in periodic table 

Density 

Crystal structure3 

.L.aattice Dimensions#3 

3l.22 li0.88 

40 73 

4 òandb 

4 b 

Alpha BCO 
Beta BCO 
(bove 862e) 

Alpha a3.223 0:5.123 a 
Beta a3.6l 

b 



can be expected i± the atomic diameters of the solute and 

solvent do xïot vary by more than lb'o. If the atomic 

diameters vary by more than this amount, the "size factor" 
is said to be unfavorable sud the solid solution is very 

restricted. The solid Olìt1on formation, with a favor- 
able size factor, is subject to certain other restrictions 
imposed by valencies of the solute and solvent atoms, 

type of crystal sLructe, and position in the periodic 
table. 

According to calculations and postulations made by 

LLeyers, the size factor is favorable for an extended 

solid solution phase in the system of tantalum and zir- 
eonium; however as has been previously mentioned, the 
elements occupy positions in different groups of the 
neriodic table and the crystal structure is difierent at 
room temperature. 

Harrington indicates that the type of valence 
bonding existirg between tantalum and zirconium makes the 
metals compatble in that respect. 

Thus in the system of tantalum and zirconium two of 

four important factors necessary for solid solution for- 

mation are favorable while the other two are unfavorable. 
weighing the evidence presented by narrington and 

1eyers, the only prediction as to the type of system ex- 

pected would be that solubility to some extent is 
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avorab1e, eutectic reaction probable, with a peritectic 
type reaction possible. 

iethod.s o Analysis 

Uf the vrious possible methods of analysis em- 

ployed in phese-diagram work, Barrette has the following 
to say; 

"Thermal analysis (the use of heating and cooling 
curves) is particularly valuable for determining the 
beginning and rnd of freezing. Dilatometric measure- 
ments are excellent for determining the presence of 

transformations in the solid state. Microscopic obser- 
vations of polished and etched sections are orten suffi- 
dent to estt.blish all phases and trtnsformations in 
the solid stite and are more useful than electrical, mag- 

netic, or other phsical proDerties in determining the 
boundaries 0± the single and polyphase regions in the 
reaction, which none of the other methods can do, and. 

makes it possible to determine the nature of most of the 
high temperature reactions by inference from the micro- 
structures they produce. X-Ray diffraction is capable 
of determining not only the phases present in an alloy 
but also the crystal structure of the phases. lt excells 
the other methods in its ability to detect metastable and. 

transitional states and to relate these to the phases 



preceding and. following them in a transformation per- 
mitting in seine cases a detailed understanding of the 
mechanism of transformation and of the strains accom- 

panying it. diftraction pattern of a polyphase alloy 
can be iiiade to yield, oy coiparison with alloys of Imown 

coipositions, the compositions of the iidividual phases 
present, since the spectra of the phases are superim- 
posed in the diffraction pattern l'or the aggregate. 

Qonversely we y swamarize the principal limita- 
tiois of these methods as ol1ows: Thermal analysis is 
a poor method. of studying sluggish reactions; the heat 
of reaction is evolved over sach an extended period of 

time that it is difficult to detect or measure. This 
method is also licely to ,Lail if the heat of reaction is 
small. Dilatouetric curves are sometimes better than 
cooling curves for studies of transformations in the 
solid state, but neither thermal nor dilatometric data 
are suitable for determining tne range of coixposition of 
single-phase or polyphase regions in the solid state. 
1iechanical strength is a good method for determining the 
beginning of melting and is coming into wide use for this 
purpose, but otherwise the mechanical methods find little 
service in phase-diagram work. The valuable microscooic 
mehod runs into difficulties when the grain size of a 

sample is too small or when the products of a reaction 



are too finely dispersed. This is likely to occur with 

reactions in the solid state that take place at low tem- 

peratures. it depends upon room-temperature observa- 

tions and conseQuently gives only iùdirect evidence of 

phases that are not retained ûy quenching to room tern- 

oertures. The microscolDic method rails in occsional 
instances ±or lack o suitable etching reagent that 
will distinguish between the various phases present. 

he £-Ray method also has its limitations, it is 
capable of disclosing conditions in an alloy at elevated 
temperatures in two ways: (1) by uenching the alloy to 

room temperatures and taking a di±frction pattern at 
that temperature, in which ease it is limited to alloys 

in w.ich the high temperature form is retained by the 

quenching action, and. (2) by applying the method at the 

elevated temperature, a procedure reuuiring special 
cameras, temperature-control equipment, and inert at-. 

mospheres for protecting the sample against oxidation. 
it is not possible to recognize extremely small quan- 

titles o second phase in a binary or polyphase alloy, 
and ¿o a-Rays are usually inferior to the microscope 

in this respect. This is not a serious liúiit&tlon in 
phase-diagram ;ork. The i-Ray method reveals practi- 
cally nothing about the distribation of phases, which 

is evident in nirosco ic examination and is o± vital 
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inroortarice in practical 
problems.t 

Thermal analysis, microscopic observation, o-ray 
analysis and dilatometer measurement were used in this 
work. ard.ness tests were performed on metallogr:hic 
specimens arid tensile tests were made on one alloy. 

Une definite complication presented itself in each 
of the test methods which was not mentioned by Barreta. 
The strong affinitj or oxygen of tantalum and zirconium 
at elevated temperature made it necessary to carry out 
heat treatments in a vacuum or protective atmosphere. 
A vacuum of less than one micron is necessary to prevent 
serious oxidation of a specimen. lielium atmosphere my 
also be used satisactorily to rotect the alloys. 

5o ec i mens 

Tue alloys used. were supplied through tne courtesy 
of the United $tates Bureau of Limes, Albany, uregon and. 

were of the eompoition and shape indicated in Table 2. 

Although the alloy oreparation is outside the scope 
of this project, the item is of importance due to sub- 
sequent affects resulting from the methds of preiaration. 

The alloys were melted. in a vacuum, three phase, 
carbon resistance furnace using a carbon crucible. Segre..- 

gation is minimized. in the molten state due to the agi- 
tatn of the metal created by tne rotiting magnetic 
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Table 2. Uoinposition o vai1ab1e Tantalum-ireonium 
Alloys. 

Alloy iumber iotninal Corxiposi.tion Ohern. Analysis hae 
percent Ta Ta C 

164 1 1.2 0.14 3/8 Rod. 

lbb b 5.3 0.13 3/b Rod 

166 lo i.7 0.15 3/8 Rod. 

167 lb i.l 0.26 3/8 Rod 

214 lb 1/8 Sheet 

176 20 20.8 0.25 3/8 Rod. 

237 ,0 30.3 0.44 1/2 Rod 

¿Cl 0 42.b s Cast 
Ingot 
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field; however this aect does not coLapletely eliminte 
the possibility o segregation o solidiíication. 

The carbon crucible used. in melting plus the tact 
that both zirconium and tantalum are strong carbide rorm- 
ers accounts or the carbon as sìiown in the cheïnical 
analysis given in Table 2. 

Aiter melting, the carbon cru.ciole was turned from 

the alloy and, the metal was then placed in a sheath o 

mild steel which was welded air tight. The samples, in 
the steel sheath, were worked at bbO0Q. The sheaths 
were then removed and the alloy was ready ror use. 

From the metallurgy of pure zirconium and the type 
oj diagram expected, it was supposed that a phase change 
would exist in the region of the critical temperature o 

alpha zirconium. Therefore it was decided to make a 

preliminary investigation 01' the srstem by heat treating 
tile alloys in the temperature range from 7b0 to ilUOC. 

Me tallogr.iphic 

The inetallographic specimens used were cut i'roia the 
swaged rod in lengths o aoout one eighth of an inch. 
Sections of the original cast ingot were available so 

specimens of the cast and rolled material were first 
preoared ±or microscopic examination. 

The following procedure was oilowed or preparing 
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these and. subsequent specimens or metallographic analysis. 

Rockwell hardness :as taken on each sample. They 

were then mounted in be1ite to facilitate subsequent 

polishing and ground a l2O belt grinder. After the 

rough grinding operation, the samples were ground on 

number 2, 1 and O emery paper. After the papers, the 

speciïlens were polished on a canvas lap, a ielt lap and. 

finally on a velvet lap using i'o. 2b0 and 600 mesh car- 

bonundum powder on the first two wheels and. levig&ted 

alumina as the abrasive on the final polishing wheel. 
approximately one minute was necessary on each wheel to 

obtain a satisfactory polish; however, it was necessary 

to re1olish on the last wheel longer with soire o the 

higher tantalum alloys. 

Â number oi stan.ard ad unorthodox etchants were 

tried; however the only solution that would etch the 

alloy was one containing hyarofluoric acid. The etchant 

finally aciopted. was esentia1ly Vilella's etch.* 

The urnaee used Ïor heat treating the specimens at 

temperatures up to 9b00 is shown in Figure 1. 

The furnace he £ichrome elements and operates from 

110 volt A.C. circuit. The vacuum system consists of .ûuo 

Seal vacuum ump and a flistillation roducts oil difiusion 

Vilel1a's itch. f 2 parts, li20 2bml, uiO i part, 
Glycern 3 parts. 



ig. i Vacuum quenching apparatus 
for temperatures up to 9ö0c. 



pump. quenching is acconplihed. oy turning the small rod 

supporting the small pan shown in .&igu.re 1. This allows 
the pan to pivot about its hinged support thus letting 
the specimens fall into a shallow well of oil at the ase 
of the quartz tube. The center 'Ttrip' rod and the casing 
around the ;el1 oJ oil are joined by a flexible diaphram 

which is soldered zir tight, one ed to the rod and the 
other to the well casing. 

For 'neat treating irom 950_11000C the furnace shown 

in Figure 2 was used. The furnace eleiiients are silicon 
carbide energized by 220 volt A.L. circuit. A protective 
atmosphere was established by evacuation of the quartz 
tube with a vacuum pump and back filling with helium 
several times. Q.uenching was acconïolished by means of 

an oil filled receptical connected to the quartz tube 

by flexible brass tubing. Gravity held the oil recepti- 
cal vertical while the tube lay horizontal as shown in 
Fibure 2. 

The specimens were quenched by taking t'ne quartz 
tuie from t'ne uznace and raising it to a vertical 
position thus allowing the specimens to fall into the 
oil. Uaution was taken, when evacuating the sysLein, to 

hold the ±lexiole tube in the vertical position as the 
outside pressure tended to compress the tube as the 
system approached a coriiplete v:cuum which would cause 
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Pig. 2. Apparatus or oil quenching 
in a protective atmosphere from 
temDeratures up to 1200°u. 
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the oil receptiele to assume a horizontal position and. 

permit the oil to enter the quartz tube. 

Both furnaces were controlled at temperature with 

a Brown Uontroller. The high temperature furnace using 

a platinum-platinum rhodium thermocouple and the lower 

tempera. ture furnace using a chrome 1-alurnel thermocouple. 

In general all alloys were included in a heat treat- 

ing operation but where revious investigation indicated 

that a certain alloy could be excluded from a particular 

heat treatment, it was left out in order to conserve the 

alloy stock. 

!able 3 shows the heat treatment used in preparing 

the metallographie specimens and tne samples to which tne 

heat treatment waa applied.. .11 samples were polished and. 

etched by the same procedure used or the as cast and as 

rolled specimens, with minor variations. 

Lt was noted that samples oi 166 and 167, ±urnaoe 

cooled, stained badly with the etch. Variations 0i the 

etchant were tried without success. in the case o these 

alloys it was necessary to remove the stain caused by the 

etching by giving the sur±ace a light polish aiter etcning. 

This method is not desirable but had to be used. to get any 

indication oi the mierostructure. 

Apparently the zirconium rich alloys become increas- 

ingly difficult, if not impossible to polish mechanically. 
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Table 5. heat retment Given Various ¿irconium-ant1um 
Alloys. 

.eat Tre&tment Alloy friet .reated 

u100, 1 hour ±urnace cool 16b, 166, 167, 176, 
26 

1000G, 1 hour urnce cool 1t4, 16b, 1ó, 17 

11000, 1 hour oil quench 165, 166, 167, 176, 
237 

9b00, 1 hour oil quench 164, läb, 16, 167, 
176, 214, 27 

9000, 1 hour oil quench 164, 165, 166, 167 

9000, 1 hour lurnace cool to 164, 165, 166, 167 
850e and oil quench 

900e, 1 hour furnace cool to 164, 165, 166, 167 
8000 and oil quench 

9000, 1 hour furnace cool to 164, 165, 166, 167 
750 and oil quench 

8b00, 4 hours oil quench 16, l6, 166 

e1t 1630,25(J 176 
.Lelt 1630#.50 237 

9500, 1 hour oil quench, reheat 214 
to 5000 3- hours, slow cool 
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with increasing tantalum content. Qonsequently in an 

attempt to observe the Lnicrostructure of the twenty and 

thirty percent alloys, electrolytic etching was tried 

using a variety of etchants; however the electrolytic 

polishing and etching iet with les success than did. the 

mechanical polishing and chemical etching. 

The microstructure of ali specluiens shown in Table 

3 were examined visually and hotomicrographs were ten 
of each type of structure. 

Differential Thermal ialysis 

Samles of alloys 164, ld, and. bd were turned to 
thermal analysis secimens 3l6 inch in diameter and. - 

inch long with a 1/16 inch hole drilled longitudinaly 

3/8 of nn inch into the specimen. 

The furnace used had Michrorne eleuients and the 

heating and cooling rates cere controlled by 5O amp 

110 volt Â.G. variac. 

The specinn and neutral body were çrotected. fron 

oxidation by placing them in a quartz tuoe, the end of 

which was far enough out of the furnace to be cool at 

all times. The oeii end of the tube was seled with a 

rubber stopper. Thermocouple leads and a copper tube 

were placed through the stopper, the copper tube being 

used. to evacuate the quartz tuhe and to allow back 
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filling with helium. Temperature was measured with a 

Brown potentiometer and, the temperature differential was 

measured with a .Leeds and iorthrop reflecting galvano- 

meter. 

Figure 3 shows the arrangement oÏ the apparatua 

used to obtain the differential curves. 

lieating and cooling curves were obtained for the 

three alloys previously nentiored and at least two runs 

were made on each alloy in an attempt to verity the 

curves obtained. 

Dilatometric Analysis 

Dilation vs temperature curves were obtained tor 

alloys lbb and 167. Lack of the necessary stock elim- 

inated the possibility of obtaining curves for other 

alloys. 

Dilatorneter apparatus eonsisted of an 
- 
inch quartz 

tube 13 inches long and. sealed on one end.. The tube was 

supported vertically with the closed end down. A nickel 

b.y 3 iflches long which fitted snugly into the tube, 

had a longitudinal hole 0.200 inches in diameter drilled 

completely through. This body held the specimen verti- 

cal and stabalized it from horizontal motion. The aced- 

men was in the form of a rod 0.190 inches in diaueter and 

2 i-i:ches long. The bottom of the sDecimen was held away 



.&ig. . Ii±erentia1 Thermal nalysis apparatus 
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from the quartz tube by an 1/8 inch x 1/2 inch quartz 

rod. An 1/8 inch x 12 i.ch quartz rod ws also placed 

on toj o the specimen and ií1side the nickel body. Thus 

the dialation o the siecimen was trnsmitted through 

the 1/8 inch quartz tube to an Ames guage which measured 

the dialation to 1/10,000 o an inch. 

A small 110 volt A.C. ±urnace with iichrome ele- 

ments was used ±or heating. The furnace was regulated 

by a variac and the temperature measured with a chromel- 

alurnel thermocouple, the bead of which was in the nickel 

body adjacent to the specimen. 

Dilation analysis was carried on without protective 

atmosphere. Consequently to check what effect oxidation 

had. on the critical points, to runs were made on each 

alloy. A section of the specinen was also mounted, 

polished, and examined nicroscopically after the test 

in order to observe the deDth of oxygen penetrttion. 

X-Ray Analysis 

Une sample each of alloys lob, 166, 16?, 176, and 

237 to ce used br L-iay analysis were quenched from tern- 
peratures of 950 0 and 1100 0. The specimens to be 

quenched were cut in lengths or 1/16 inch from the 

ewaged. rod. After quenching the specimens were cut 

in one half. Une half of the sample was prepared for 
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microscopic examination in order to ascertain whether or 

not they were col!taminated with oxygen. he other half 

o the section was filed into -.iay wedges 3/8 inch long 

and 1,8 inch wide. he wedges were then ground on O 

po1ishin paper and thence etched in order to relieve 

stresses caused by filing. One wedge o alloy 301 was 

also prepared from the as cast ingot. 

The .-liay machine tised to obtain a Debye-herrer 

pattern from the wedges was a Genera]. lectric D-1 

machine using a tube with a copper target and a nickel 

filter. 

The sin2 Q and d. values were determined for all 

visible lines. identification of the pattern was 

attemoted by co:arison of the plotted sin2 values 

of the lines with the .u1l-i)avy charts. .iattice dimen- 

sions of the structures were calculated from the d 

values of the identified atomic planes. 

ysica1 rroperties of iUloy 214 

The small 1/8 inch sneet of alloy 214 was welded 

into an air tight mild steel sheath and rolled at 8b0 U 

to 0.030 inch sheet. The sheath was then removed and 

standard sheet tensile specimens were prepared. Two of 

the specimens were quenched from 9o0 C and two furnace 

cooled from the same temperature. The tensile specimens 
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were tested with a Baldwin tensile machine with a stress 

strain recorder. from the tests were determined the 

tensile strength, yield strength and modulus 0± elas- 

ticity o± the alloy in the quenched and ±urnace cooled 

candi tian. 

o small samples o± alloy 214 were quenched from 

9b0 Q a±ter soaking at that temperature ±or one hour. 

Hardness readings were taken on each 0± the samples. 

The specimens were then heated to 500 0 for 3- hours, 

cooled in air and hardness readings again taken. 

À tensile specimen ai the alloy quenched irom 950 C 

and. aged at bOO Q for 4 hours was also prepared and 

tested. 

ielting .oint of Alloys 176 and 237 

The approximate melting points of alloys 176 and 

237 were determined by melting small samples of the 

alloys in a vacuum high frequency furnace. Qarbon 

crueioles ,ere used to hold the specimen and the tern- 

peratare w-s ieasured with a Leeds and. orthop optical 

p yro meter. 

àn attempt to approach black body conditions was 

made by measuring the temperature at the bottom of a 

small hole drilled into the specimen. The approximate 

melting temperature was determined by noting when the 



specimen darkened on heatiri. 

DISCUSSIOE OP RESULTS 

Metallorphic Analys is 

uenching puro zirconium from above the alpha to 

beta transformation temperature results in a 'iidman- 

statten type o microstructure similar to that produced 

by quenching gaiana iron. In the extensive work on the 

alpha to beta trans±ormation o zirconium, Burgerst± 

indicates that this type o 3tructure will always result 
i1 a beta zircoiiurn solid solution is quenched.. 

in the light o work done by Burgers it was assumed, 

di.ing the course o this project, that the phase was beta 

zirconium solid solution at temperature i the ix.xicro- 

structure of a quenched Srecimen was Widmanstatten in 

dosi n. 

As mentioned in the procedure, metalloraphic spec- 

imens oi the alloys were prepared ior microscopic obser- 
vation. iures 4 to 12 show the typical microstructures 

oi: the various specimens in the as cast and as rolled. cori- 

dition. 
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Alloys 164, 16b and 166 appear to oe quite sini1ar 
in both the as cast and as rolled coudition except that 
with increasing tntlum there is an iricreasin,g amount 

o a dark second phase which is evident in the grain 
boundary of the as cast specimen of alloy 166 represent- 
ed by iigare ô. 

he as cast structure of alloy 167 shown in .igure 
7, appears to be quite different from the lower composi- 
tion alloys in that a idmanstatten structure is not 
evident in this alloy as it wis in the alloys 164, lôb, 
and 166. This would indicate that this alloy was out- 
side tne beta field the cooling rate rrom the 
beta region was too slow to permit the formation of the 
Widmanstatten pattern. The dark phase oriented at 
randum is zirconium and tantalum cerbides which is 
evident in all specimens. The quantity of carbidea 
present is exaggerated by extreme ditierence in the 
etching characteristics of the atrix and the carbides. 

The as rolled structiire of alloy 1ö6 shown in .'ig- 
ure 10 appears much darier tnan the as cast structure 
which indicates that the second phase and the carbid.es 
had been dispersed into the light matrix. 

The rnicrostructure of alloy 176 in the as cast 
condition is similar to that of 237 shown in 'igure 8. 
The matrix 0± either alloy is a dark eutecteid-appear&rig 
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phase. sì11 amount ot a white second phase is evident 

in either secirnen with a larger amount 0± the light 

phase in alloy 27. 

The as rolled structure o± 7 shown in .igure 11 

compares with that 0± alloy 175 with the exception 0± 

the appearance 0± more lighter phase. 

Alloy 176 appears similar to the photomicrograph 

of alloy 237 shown in Figure 16. The two phases pre- 

sent appear quite di±±erent than do the lower tantalum 

composition alloys. As mentioned be±ore these alloys 

are extremely difficult to prepare ±or microscopio 

examination and the dariess o± the trix may be due 

to staining rather than true etching. The spher- 

iodized particles in the ntrix which are more abun- 

dant in the alloy 2i7, indicate tnat a phase is pre- 

sent in these alloys which is absent in the lower 

tantalum content alloys. 

The cast structure 0± alloy 301 shown in Figure 

12 shows a dark matrix similar to alloys 176 and 237 

although the light phase in the torm 0± long stringers 

apparentli oriented at random, Is much difierent. 

Although the cast and as roiled structures shown 

are not indications 0± equ.ilibriu.rn, since the condi- 

tions imposed. on the metals are not closely controlled 

and are far trom any equilibrium condition, the 
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structures are important. The iS cast structure serves 
as an inciication of the homogeneity and grain size of 

the original material. s rolled structures are nec- 

essary or coniprison with alloys of subsequent heat 

treatment in order to check recrystallization and 

phase changes. 

In order to obtain an indication of the micro- 

structure for alloys in the near-equilibrium condi- 

tions, the specimens were furnace cooled from 1100 U. 

The structures resulting from this treatment are shown 

in .igures 13 to 16. Alloy 164 is nearly a single 
phase alloy with somewhat elongated grains tica1 of 

slow cooled alpha zireoriwn. A small amount of a dark 

phase is evident between the alpha grains. 
Alloy 16b with the same heat treatment is shown in 

'igure 14. iLore of the dark phase is present in the 

alloy and the light phase- contains a Yidmanstatten pat- 
tern. .vidently the critical cooling rate, necessary for 
the formation of the nã1e-like pattern on cooling, is 
less than for alloy 164. 

Alloy 167 appearb similar to the photomicrograph of 

166 shown in 'igu.re lb. Both alloys exhibit a large 
amount of the dark phase with alloy 167 apparently nearly 
all eutectoid. 

In order to obtain an indication as to the nature of 
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the alloys at temperat.re, a eo:plete set o the avail- 

able alloys were quenched from various temperature 

levels. The group o allois quenched from 9bO indicat- 

ed that up to 107o tantalum, the structures were beta 

zirconium at temperature. it is noted in .'igures 17 to 

22, that with increasing tantalum content the iidman.- 

statten pattern becomes ±iner and less distinct. 

.11oy lt7 quenched from 9500 shown in Figure 20 

appears to be two pnase with the carbioes oriented to 

some extent along the grain ooundries. The alloy was 

diflicult to polish and. etch and it is possible that 

the microstructure Is a single phase souci solution 

with a very line Vlid,manstatten pattern. i&rdness val- 

ues ±or the alloys, shown in Table 4, indicate that alloy 

167 is the hardest o± the alloys quenched from 950 U. 

.'igures 21 and 22 show the microstructure o alloys 

176 and 237 respectively. rain boundries are visible 

in alloy 176 but not definitely outlined in allo,ì 37. 

vident1y recrystallization has taken place since the 

cold worked structure is no longer visible. T.i1he in- 

crease in hardness o± the alloys over that o the as 

rolled specimens indicates that some solid soltion tor- 

mation had taken place prior to the quench. 

figures i3 to 25 represent the microstructures o 

alloys 165, 176, and 237 respectively, quenched from 
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Table 4. Hardne;.s 0± ietal1ographie Specimens 

llo; H.T. liardness 

164 Ji2 Uast bb.b .R3 

16b ..s east 9 Ith 

156 As Uast 22 RC 
176 is Cast 93 RB 
237 As Eolled 20.b RB 

16b As olled 89.b RB 
166 .hS Rolled 22 RC 
167 .s oiled 20 RC 
176 45 olied lb RC 
237 .B rolled 18 RC 

14 l000°l hr. F.U. O.b RB 
165 l000°l hr. F.. 95 RB 
1o6 100001 hr. '.U. 97.b RB 
167 100001 iLr. loo RB 

16b 1/16" thick 110000 1 hr.quench 39 RC 
166 1/16" thick 11000U 1 h.quench 34.5 RC 
167 l/l6' thick 11000C i hr.qu.ench 36.5 RC 
176 1/16" thick 1100°C 1 hr.:juench 42.5 RC* 
237 1/16" thick 110000 i hr. quench 37 RC 

164 1 hr. 9b0° quench 87 RB 
165 1 nr. 9b0° quench 90.5 RB 
166 1 hr. 950° cuench 33 RC 
167 1 hr. 9500 quench 38 RC 
176 1 hr. 950° quench 30 RC 
237 1 hr. 9500 quench 31.2 RO 

165 11000 i hr.fur. cool 97 RB 
166 11OOU 1 hr.iur. cool 25 RC 
16? 1l00° 1 hr. ±ur.cool 26 RO 
176 1100°C 1 coollOO RB 
237 1100°C 1 hr..Uur. cool 20 RC 

Specimen was heat treated separately and may have 
been oxidi.zed. 
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ab1e '±. (Continued.) 

A11oy .i.T. Hardness 

164 900 1 hr. V.a. 91 RB 
165 900 1 br. V.. 21 RC 
166 900 1 nr. V.. 33 RC 
167 900 :i hr. 36 RO 
214 900 1 nr. V.. 
1o4 900 1 hr...C.8bO v.ç. 1.b RB 
lbb 900 1 V-.. 20 RO 
166 900 1 nrJ?..8bO V.1. 2.o RO 
167 900 1 hr..L.O.85O Y.Q. 32 RC 

164 900 1 hr.F.C.800 V.Q. 94.5 RB 
lob 900 1 nr.J1.C.8OO V.a. 2'5 RC ltb 900 1 hr.7.C.800 V.. 25 RC 
167 900 1 hr..?.O.8OO V.Ç. 29.5 RC 

164 900 1 hr.i.U.7bO 88.b itB 
16b 900 1 br.i.u.7O V.. 97 RB 
166 900 1 hr.i'.L.7bO V.,. 96.5 RB 
lb? 900 1 hr.F»s.7bO V' 9.5 RB 

164 850 4 hr. 93.5 B 
165 8O 4 hr. O.Q. 22 RC 
1o6 8b0 4 hr. D.Q. 2b C 

176 Melt 164000 31 iC 
23? Melt 162000 39 RO 

17b i1Oj°L; 4 hr. ().. 8.b 1C 
237 11(JO0L; 4 hr. b4 iU 

lb? 9b0°u i hr.quench 21 RC 

Lt)7 9500C i hr.quench 34 RC 
draw at 500 for 3 hrs. 

214k 9b0 1 hr. ffur. cool bi RB 

214 950. 1 hr. oil quench 22 C 

214 950 1 hr. oil quench :2 RC 
draw at bOO or 3 frs. 
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1100 0. distinct increase in grain size, over that of 

the alloys quenched from 9b0 0, is noted in the case of 

each alloy. ídloy 165 appears as a solid solution plus 
carbides and without the distinct 1idmansttten pattern 
evident in the alloy quenched lrom 950 C. 

11oys 166 and. 167 quenched from 1100 C dilfer from 

those quenched from 950 0 in that the Widianstatten 
structure and the grain bouridries are not clearly dis- 
cernable. The structures are somewhat lighter but alloy 
167 still appears to be two phase and alloy 166 is single 
phase. The hardnesses of alloys 166 and 167 quenched 

from 1100 C and 9b0 O are very nearly the same. 

lloys 176 and 27 appear more as a single phase 

solid solution when quenched. trom 1100 0 than when quanch- 

ed from 9L0 C. The increase in hardness over that of the 
alloys quenened. from 9b00, indicates that more or all of 

the second phase present in the alloy quencried trom 950 0 

is taken into solution at 1100 0. 

each of the alloys 164, l, 166, and 167 quenched 

from 900 0 resulted in a microstructure consisting of 

two phases. The ithûanstutten pattern tyolcal of the 

alloys uuencìied from 950 C is not distinct if present 
as can be seen from Pigures 26 to 29. 

The alloys of 164, ls, lb, and 167 held at 900 C 

for one hour, furnace cooled to 850 and auenched are 
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shown in Èigures ¿0 to ¿3. he alloys all appear two 

phase excepting alloy 166 which appears to be solid so- 

lution plus carbide. Alloys löb and 166 seem to exhibit 
a fine ¡ddmanstatten structure also. .11oy 167 appears 

similar to the same alloy quenched from 900 excepting 

the grains are very much finer. The hardness o alloys 
l6 and. 167 is below that for the alloys quenched from 

900 while the hardness of alloys 164 and 16b are 

nearly the same for each heat treatment. 

T'ne alloys heated to 900 0, furnace cooled to 800 0 

and quenched are essentially the same as those heated 
to 900 C, furnace cooled to B0 C and auenched. The 

hardness of allo:is 166 and 167 shows a decrease over 

the alloys quenched from 850 0 aiter being furnace cool- 
ed from 900 0. This would indicate that less of the 

second phase was in solution at the time of the quench. 

The spedimens heated to 900 0 furnace cooled to 

750 u and quenched poear quite different from the alloys 
quenched from 800 0. They appear more nearly like the 
furnace cooled specimens which is indicative that no 

±urtíaer phase change takes place oelow 750°0. 

0onarison of the various alloys in the as cast and 

furbace cooled. conditions indicates that alloys 2.37 and 

176 contain different microcouistitueuts than do the 

lower tzitalum co.position alloys. 
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The increasing amount of dark eutectoid-appearing 

phase with increasing tantalum content up to lb'o tan- 

talum leads to the belief that an eutectoid exists in 

the region of lbo tantalum. 

The difference in appearance of the phases present 

in alloys 166 and 176 may be explained. on the basis of 

the allos beïng hypo and. hyper eutectoid respectively. 

This is logical in that the marix of alloys 167 and. 

176 furnace cooled frora 1100 C are siuilar and the mirk- 

ed difference in the two alloys is in the excess light 

phase; this phase being lamellr in alloy L57 and glob- 

ular in 176. 

±rom this it would appear that the constitution 

diagram consists of an eutectoid. in the rande of lb 

tantalum with an intermediate pha.se beyond. 30,o tantalum. 

This possibility is strengthenea by the characteristic 

of the nicrostructures for the alloys quenched from 

1100°(. since the alloys appear to be very nearly a sin- 

gle phase solid solution even in the higher tantalum 

eonosition. The existance of a distinctly different 

phase in the as cast structure of alloy 01 indicates 

that an intermediate phae does lie between 30 and. 

tantalum. 

Examination of the alloys heat treated below 1100 0 

does not appear to verify the existtnce of the simple 
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diagram discussed above. The absence oi the idmanstatten 

pattern in tne series o alloys quenched irom 900 C and. 

the reappearance or the structure in the alloys heated 

to 900 C furnace cooled to bO O and. quenched is not ex- 

plained by the simple diagrn. The Widmanstatten pattern 

is also absent in the alloys quenched from 1100 C and the 

Jloys o 1ú7, l7, and 237 quenched ±rom 9b0 O. 

It is altogether possible that the cooling rate and 

composition influences the lormation of the Wid.manstatten 

pattern even though tîie alloy is quenched from the beta 

solid solution field. his would account for the absence 

of the Widjnanstatten pattern in some or the quenched alloys. 

The marked increase in hardness of alloy 1Gb quenched 

from 110000 over that of the alloy quenched from 9b00u is 

not in agreement with the simple diagram and is without 

exp lanat ion. 

Differential Thermal analysis 

The test results of the differential thermoanalysie 

attempted during the course of the project was not par- 

ticularly successful, due to a multiplicity of factors. 

The apparatus used was not articularly satisfactory. 

The cooling rate was controlled by a hand-operated variac. 

Obviously a constant change in resistance of the variac 

will not result in a constant temperature cilange rate for 
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the specimen due to the dierence in heat 1oe from the 

furnace at low and elevated temperature$. 

The size relationship between the specimen and. the 

neutral body iay not have been the most desirable to 

give a maximum difierential eiect. Cooling rates in a 

thermoanalysis test are critical bat the neeesary cool- 

ing rate to give tue best di±rerential curve may not be 

the same even within the same alloy sy$tern due to the 

diífferent heats oi solution and. relative ease with which 

the trnsaormation takes place. .pparently in the tan- 

taluin sstem the heats 0± transformation or solution are 

low and the transformation rather sluggish. 

ilthough therrnoanalysis was attempted on alloys 164, 

16b, and 166, only the data obtained for the l alloy 

was reproducible. 

From the thermoanalysis attempted on alloy l6 it 
was noted that the break in the curve would occur at 

succeedingly lower te:eratures and become less pro- 

nounced, if a single soeimen was suected to a series 

0± heating and cooling cycles. De Boer and Fast° in- 

dicate that oxides oresent on the surace of a specimen 

will quickly diffuse into the specimen if heated in a 

vacuum. They also indicate that the effect of oxygen 

in zirconium is to make the transformation from alpha 

to beta more sluggish and possibly change the trans±oradon 
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temperatur e. 

Thus it apDears that oxygen contamination accounts 

or the tact that the transorrnation temperature o alloy 

166 was seemingly being lowered with each repeated heat- 

ing and cooling cjcle. .ihen a new specimen was prepared 

or each run, the results were quite reproducible. 

Figure 64 shows the direrential curves obtained. 

for alloy 166. The data represented. by the curves in- 

dicate that a phase change began at 790 with another 

chge taking place at 8b5 C. Un cooling the break in 

the curves was at 822 '- and. 7b7 O. ch point tell 3 

degrees below the breaks in the heating curve. This 

would be expected since the cooling rate was more rapid 

than the heating rate with the result that some super 

cooiing took place during the cooling cycle. 

Dilation Analysis 

The apparatus available or dilation analysis did. 

not provide a protective atmosphere or the specimen. 

For this reason dilation analysis was avoided until late 

in the project. s a last resort in searching or a 

method. to establish the critical temperature oî the phase 

change thought to exist in the region 0± 7bO-bOO U, di- 

lation analysis was attempted on alloy l6b and. the 

results apear in 'igure 35. 
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The curve o dilation v$. temDeratu.re on heating 
and cooling showed a definite break at two temperature 
levels but these were viev'ed with soiie skepticism due to 

the possibility of severe oxide continination. 
£Jilation vs. temperature data were tken for alloy 

167 and represented by the curve shown in 'igure 36. 

Definite breaks in the curve are apparent. .'rom the 
curve it seems that a phase change began at about 7O C 

with a second change taidng 2lace at about lb C which 

was not coiplete at 980 0. 

In order to investigate the possibility of oxygen 

contamination affecting the transformation points, the 
same specimen was used to verify the first curve with 
the result that both sets of curves indicate transfor- 
mation points at temperatures which corresonded 'itbin 
the lLiiits of experimental error. figure 37 shows the 
edge of a section of the dilation specimen used. for 
the analysis of alloy lbb. oxygen penetration is aupar- 
ently not seriously deep. 

Thus in view of the reproiucibility of the curves 
for alloy 167 and also the appearance of the specimen, 
it is logical to assume that the dilatometry data are 
re liable. 

In view of the assumed reliability of the dilation 
vs. teeratu.re curves for each alloy, it is obvious 
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that a transformation begins in the region of 780 U- 

795 C with a second. transrormation taking piace at 

about 910 C and not complete at 950 C. It is most 

likely that the critical points are identical or both 

alloys and the discrepancy in the curves is caused by 

factors such as rate of cool and efect of dissolved. 

aases. 

X-Ras Analrsis 

As mentioned in the procedure, Debye-herrer 

patterns were obtained for alloys lob, 166, 1ô7, l7ó, 

and 27 quenchea. from 90 Q and. 1100 0. Two patterns 

were also obtuined for alloy 0l in the as cast cond.i- 

tion. 'he saxles of 01 were different in that one 

sample was taken from the top of the ingot and one from 

the bottom of the same ingot. 

The possible constituents ix the alloys of suffi- 

oient proportion to give an -ay pattern are (1) Alpha 

zirconium (2) beta zirconium (3) tantalum (4) inter- 

mediate phases (b) oxides of tantalum or zirconium (6) 

caroides of zirconium t?) carbides of tantalum. 

Table b shows the lattice dimensions and crystal 

structure of the various iiossible constituents. The 

X-Ray pattern for the quenched alloys indicated that 

two phases were present, the principal piase being alpha 



Table b. Crystal Data o ossib1e Constituents in 
irconium-antalwn Alloys 

.t'hase 

Alpha zirconium 

3eta zirconium 

Tantalum 

interrueuiate Dhases 

r1 

TaC 

TaC2 

oxide 

a oxide 

Crystal trucure 

.i3. C. U. 

.. C. C. 

unkr own 

Simple Cubic 12 

Sirûple Cubic b 

2 
Li. C. 

C om le x 

J ompi ex 

b2 

.Lattice 
Dimer.sions 

a 3,223 Ob.l23 
a .3.16 

L - .3.290 

4.673 

4.44 - 4.b6 

a .3.09 0.93 



zirconium. The second pimse present in the quenched 

alloys was identified as a Lace centered cubic lattice 
with lattice dimensions of auout '.6l. The iitensity 
of the lines for the second phase increased slightly 
with increasing tantalum which would lead one to be- 

lieve that the second phase present was an intermediate 
phase, probably a compound of tantalum and zirconium. 

The alpha zirconium lattice dimensions remain quite 
constant regardless of heat treatment or tantalum con- 

tent which would indicaie that the solubility of zir- 

conium in tantalum was less than the composition 0± 

alloy lób and the balance of the tantalum was present 
in the intermeiiate phase. 

The X-ay pattern obtained for alloy ¿ìOl i!±dicates 

that the structure of the major phase was a body-center- 
ed cubic structure with a lattice dimension of 3.29. 

This rather upsets the possibility of an intermediate 
phase existing with the body centered cubic type of lat- 
tice identified in the quenched specimen. 

The second phase present in the quenched alloy might 

well be carbides or oxides or either metal, but re±eri: 
to Table b, it is evident that neither the carbides nor 

the oxides are face centered cubic although the lattice 
dimension of zirconium carbide is similar to that of the 

face centered cubic structure. 
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Burgers indicates that the transition from beta to 

alpha zirconium tends to favor the formation of an inter- 

mediate face centered cubic phase on cooling. lt is 

possible that the presence of tantalum tends to stabil- 

ize this phase at room temperature. This would account 

for the existance of the Lace-centered-cubic-phase in 

the quenched specimens. 

The supposition that the second phase present in 

the quenched soecimen is formed on cooling does not 

account ior the tantalum in the alloy. Reference to 

Table shows that the lattice dimensions of beta zir- 

conium and tantalum are quite close which means that 

tantalum present in zirconium may not have a great effect 

on the lattice dimensions of alpha zirconium. 

ssuming this thinking is correct the solubility 

of zirconium in tantalum at temperature extends well 

toward an intermediate phase which lies between 3O'o and 

4Ou tantalum. 

.hysical .Lroj?erties of Âlloj 214 

Table 6 shows the physical properties determined 

for alloy 214. 'rom the table it is evident that the 

hardness o tiie ouenched. alloy is sastantially that 

which was expected in view of the hardness data shown 

in Table 4. 
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Table 6. hysica1 kroperties o Alloy 214 

?urnace uench from 950 
.uenched cooled draw at b0OU 

from 9b0 rrom 9b0 for 34 hours. 

Hardness 21 RC 81 RB o4 RC 

ultimate strength l27,00 91,000 189,000 
psi 

Xield. trerith l,4OO 68,000 
psi 

.'roportiona1 Admit 67,400 b2,000 
psi 

iodu1us of Elasticity lO.9x106 14,5x106 
psi 

.ercent Elongation S.s lb 
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The allo,r quenched from 950 (. and drawn at 500 C 

shows quite an increase in hardness over that o the 

quenched alloy. The tensile strength o the alloy was 

increased to 159,000 by aging as corcpered to 127 ,bOO 

ror the quenched alloy. Time did. not allow iurther in- 
vestigation o this phenomenon. 

ielting .oints o .11oys 176 and 237 

The melting point o alloys 176 and. 237 were de- 

termined, within the range o accuracy oÍ the otical 
pyronter, to be 1630 U, which is over 200 U less than 
the melting point o pure zirconium. 

Ucrrelation or Results 

Microscopic analysis indicates that a phase change 

exists in the alloys between the temperatures or 750 

and 800 U. This is verilied in the case or alloys 165, 

166, and 167 by thermoanalysis and dilatornetry. 
The extended solubility of tantalum hi zirconium 

at elevated temperatures is apparent from the photo- 

micrographs o the quenched specimens. if the solid 
solution field thought to exist at elevated temperature 

is a phase or beta zirconium containing tantalum, then 

the existance 0± the Widmanstatten structure in the 

lower quenoned alloys and not in alloys above lbQ 
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tantalum, csn only be eXplained on the basis that the 

tantalum present retirds the ±ormation oÍ the Vlidman- 

statten pattern. This rnaì be related to the existance 

0± a body-centered cubic lattice resent in the quench- 

ed alloy which is thought to iorm on cooling. 

iietalloaphic analysis indicates that a eutectoid. 

exists between 10 and 15 tantalum. This possibility 

was not con±irmed or disputed b other methods except- 

ing that thermal analysis responded quite i.vell ±or alloy 

166 where it aileó. or tue other alloys, wiich would 

be an indication that coxsiderable eutectoid. was pre- 

sent in alloy 166. 

The possibility 0± the existance o a second phase 

change just above 900°U s indicated in alloys lbb and 

167 by dilatoetry is also rerlected in the micro- 

scopic observ8tion in that the microstructures of 

alloys l4, l, 166 , and 167 quenched ±rom 9b0 C 

appear quite diierent than those quencuied. from 900 O( 

.iieta11ographic i±.vestlgation indicates that an in- 

termediate phase exists between 0 and o'ì° tantalum. 

This is verified by the ..-Ray analysis. The inter- 

mediate phase is apparently or a cubic crystal struc- 

turo, probably body centered with lattice dimensions 

o± 3.29 which is similar to the crystal structures of 

tantalum. lt might be assumed that tne phase identifld 
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in alloy 301 was tantalum solid. solution, but this would 

not account or the 507o zirconium in the alloy. 

u0IoLUS±0NS 

The thorough investigation oi the system is oe- 

yond tne scope 01 this thesis and considerable work is 

yet to be d.one ûeiore a coiplete identification o the 

phases present in constitution diagram will have been 

accomplished; however several tenative conclusions may 

be drawn from this work. 

Among the aost definite coLciusions concerning the 

dia&ram is the existance o a phase change in the region 

o 790 U in all alloys up to at least 1ba tantalum. 

T'ne transÍoration taking place at 790 U is thought 

to be eutectoid. temperature and the eutectoid lies be- 

tween 10 and lc tantalum. à second transformation 

takes place ori heating at 910 U. 

he solubility o tantalum in zirconium is aoove 

3Oyo at 1100 u and at 9b0 and. 30 tantalum hetrogen- 

joua field exists. At 9b0 U the solucility extends to 

at least 107o tantalum and at room temperature the sol- 

ubility o tantalum in zirconium is less than 1o. 

he solubility of tantalum in alpha zirconium in- 

creases with temperature. This is evidenced by the age 

hardening characteristics o the lb tantalum alloy. 
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An intermediate phase with a cubic lattice exists 

in the region 0± 4Oo tantalum. Concerning the prop- 

erties 0± the alloys it can be said. that all alloys up 

to 3Oo t.ntalum are heat treatable in that the hard- 

es 0± specin1ens quenched ±rom elevated teniperatures 

show a marked increase in hardness over the ±urnace 

cooled specimens. 

The tensile strength o± the alloy containing lb 

tantalum is increased substantially by quenching ±rom 

9b0 C. The ultimate strength compares to a hardened 

raeclium carbon steel. The alloy 0± lb% tantalum is 

also age haraenable. 
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